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Lucy Harrington Artists’ Books
Special Collections Room, Bower Ashton Library
28th January - 28th February 2010
I like to make small work, in a way, quite unnoticeable.
It’s not too loud and always small. I don’t like the way big
work looks. Big can be vulgar. I like how personal a small
piece of work can be. The way only one person can look at
it at one time. Only one person can share that experience
and for a short while their world is that book. The way you
can pick it up and see all the tiny details like a pen stroke or
a slight dent in the paper that you might miss looking at a
big piece of work. My work might not grab your attention
straight away, and there is a chance you could walk straight
past it and not even notice anything was there. To me that
is part of the work, the chance that something is there and
that not one person might see it.

Birds have always been part of my work. The first artist’s
book I made was using birds. I made a book using The
Outsider by Albert Camus, and used a bird shape to
represent the Outsider. Since then, the bird motif has stuck
with me. For the Final Show of my Foundation Course I cut
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out one thousand birds. This involved taking a sheet of A1
paper and drawing around a small template of a simple bird
shape that I had drawn freehand in rows across the paper,
until the paper was completely covered with the outline of
the birds. Then I cut out the bird shapes individually. The
whole process was very time-consuming, but I consider this
to be a factor of my work. After completing this task I felt I
couldn’t stop at just a thousand and carried on cutting them
out, and pushed myself to cut out more, even with aching
fingers and bruised thumbs. So in the end the final number
was something around two thousand four hundred and fifty.
Due to the sheer amount I cut out, and the amount of time
it took to complete this task I don’t think I could cut a bird
shape out again even if I tried.

I have chosen to make this exhibition about birds as I want
to honour them and show that even though they might
not be the main focus in the work. I will always use them,
however big or small their role may be. I have always
had a fascination with birds. The sheer beauty of a bird,
the amazement of a bird flying, the incredible detail of a
feather and the way birds have inspired so many others.
I have handwritten and drawn everything myself, cut the
paper and hand bound every book, so all these books are
one-offs and there will never be one the same.
bettyfashion@googlemail.com
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O Pão Nosso - Livros de Artista / Our daily bread
Artists’ Books
Until 27th February 2010
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases
Special Collections Room, Bower Ashton Library
A Collaborative Artist’s Book Project curated by Mara
Caruso, Secretaria Municipal da Cultura - Coordenação de
Artes Plásticas, Atelier Livre da Prefeitura de Porto Alegre /
RS / Brazil
Dates & Venues
Until 31st January 2010 Bristol Central Library
1st - 5th February 2010 Glasgow School of Art Archives
Spring 2010 Hackney Archives
Until 13th March 2010 Labyrint 09 - Writings and
Observations, Sweden
For more information see: www.abigailthomas.co.uk and
http://micropages.ning.com

Eight groups were invited to join the project, each group
with a maximum of 15 artists, produced a collaborative
book by making a one-of-a-kind page each to assemble as a
set of folios and send to Brazil. The theme - Bread: history,
types of breads, Bread and..., Bread of... etc. Each artist
could make one single or double-page in any format of
their choice to the maximum size of 33 x 35 cm.
Artists groups in Malaysia, Spain, Italy, Britain and Brazil,
have participated in the project. The books were shown in
Porto Alegre, Brazil in the summer, and then in Vicenza,
Italy, in October. After Bristol the tour continues to Spain.

EXHIBITIONS
Micro-Pages
Curated by Abigail Thomas
Micro-Pages is a conversation about the issues surrounding
the display of artists’ books. A series of selected artists’
books have been turned into a reel of microfilm for a
touring exhibition. The work will be accessed through
microfilm readers in participating libraries and archives.
All the books are shown one after the other on one 35mm
reel of microfilm. Artists include: Lucy Harrison, Dorothy
Smallman, Kim Pilgrim, Lynne Williams, Pilar Cortes,
Borbonesa & Emitron, Esther Yarnold, Sarah Bodman,
Annabel Ralphs, Kate Gallon, Csaba Pal, Laura Guy, Kit
Merritt, Hanne Matthiesen, Ann Willmott, Abigail Thomas
and Kerri Cushman.
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Athenaeum Music & Arts Library, La Jolla, CA, USA
North Reading Room Gallery Selections from the
Athenaeum’s Erika and Fred Torri Aritsts’ Books
Collection:
Ian Hamilton Finlay
January 9 - February 13, 2010
The late Scottish artist Ian Hamilton Finlay published
books of photographs through his Wild Hawthorn Press.
The Athenaeum will exhibit some of these from its Erika
and Fred Torri Aritsts’ Books Collection.
Mary Ellen Long
February 27 - April 3, 2010
Mary Ellen Long is an artist and bookmaker from Durango,
Colorado who has exhibited previously in the Main
Gallery, in 1993 and 1997. She has created a prolific body
of work including limited-edition books, maps with text,
installations, and sculptural interventions inspired by her
forest environment in Durango.
Athenaeum Music & Arts Library
1008 Wall Street, La Jolla, CA, USA
www.ljathenaeum.org
Tuesday - Saturday, 10 am – 5.30 pm
Wednesdays until 8.30 pm.
Admission is free

23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, Oregon
Three upcoming book shows at 23 Sandy Gallery,
Portland, Oregon, USA, March 4 - 27, 2010

Virginia Flynn
A Multitude of Small Delights Constitute Happiness
Virginia’s paper cuts were a audience and gallery favorite
last year. We are thrilled to have her back in March with
more of her delightful visual stories.
this newsletter can be downloaded in colour from www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/banlists.htm

Karen Hanmer
Deja Vu: History, Memory, Place
The well-known Chicago book artist, Karen will show a
selection of her artist books dealing with history, memory
and place.

Labyrint 09 - Writings & Observations. Photo: Jan Nordberg

Celestial Navigation by Karen Hanmer

The Naked Book: Expose Yourself to Journaling
Curated by Linda Kiley
23 Sandy Gallery will be honoring the technical beauty of
book in our back room in March of 2010. Our intention
is to offer book artists the opportunity to create gorgeous,
handmade books, without the concern of subject matter.
In turn, we will offer the gallery customer an opportunity to
own a beautiful piece of art that they might personalise in
their own way, through journaling or other gestures.
New Workshop Coming in March
Flag Books: Interplay of Image and Text with Karen
Hanmer Sunday, March 7, 2010, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
23 Sandy is pleased to announce a flag book workshop
with Chicago book artist, Karen Hanmer. Karen will have
a show in the gallery in March, and while she is here we
thought we should have her teach us this wildly popular,
kinetic book binding structure that was invented by Hedi
Kyle. This is going to be a fun one, please join us! Workshop
Fee: $130 plus a $35 materials fee for a total of $165.
Register online at: www.23sandy.com
23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
Gallery Hours: Thursday-Saturday, Noon - 6 pm and by
appointment. Tel: 503-927-4409
laura@23sandy.com
www.23sandy.com

LABYRINT 09 - WRITINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Until 13th March 2010
Botkyrka Konsthall, Tumba, Sweden
The exhibition presents artist’s books, text art, and art
works related to the process of writing. In Labyrint 09 you
will find works from all over the world; Istanbul, Athens,
Helsinki, New York, Berlin, Buenos Aires, Tirana...
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Many book works and texts have been sent to us by e-mail
or post, others have been selected through discussions with
curators based on different continents. Over 250 works
were selected, all of which relate to writing as a way of
influencing history or how we view the world.
During the exhibition period the archive grows and
changes. Some books are available for loan with a Swedish
library card. In the ‘copy bar’, art works in PDF format can
be copied directly in the exhibition and follow you home.
In the book shop a selection of works are for sale.
The Labyrint 09 catalogue will be released in Spring 2010
with a full index and richly illustrated.
Botkyrka Konsthall
Tumba Torg 105, 147 85 Tumba, Sweden
www.botkyrka.se

MCBA Jerome Book Arts Mentorship II Exhibition
Minnesota Center for Book Arts
Until February 21, 2010
Language is thought of as the most explanatory form of
communication. From author to author, written language
reveals subjective interpretation. Photographer and mixed
media installation artist Gregory Carideo’s project takes
a single well-known story and showcases the nuance of
meanings derived from the first sentence, one that has
refused translation from its native language for 94 years and
has transformed much like its subject.
Painter and mixed media artist Tanaegh Haddad’s work,
My Brother’s Keeper, is a set of 12 books in the form of
Ethiopian Prayer scrolls (10”X 30”) with hand-painted
images and letterpress text, housed in a handmade box.
The work describes a 2008 car accident involving her
brother, a medical doctor, and the subsequent series of
events. The narrative describes abuse inflicted by the police,
his treatment at Jackson Memorial Hospital - where he
had previously completed his residency - and some of the
spiritual and emotional experiences resulting from the
incident.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

Titled The Red List, textile and mixed media artist Amber
Jensen has been working on a large-scale alphabet book
of endangered species. Each page is decoratively cut and
covered in muslin with the inside quietly displaying an
individual painting. Accompanying the piece is a smaller
reproduction of the book in a limited edition of handmade
red wool envelopes that will be for sale at the opening with
proceeds going to the IUCN Red List of threatened species.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts
Open Book Building, 1011 Washington Ave S, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
Tel: 612.215.2520
www.mnbookarts.org / mcba@mnbookarts.org
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to the public:
Tuesdays: 10 am to 9 pm
Wednesdays - Saturdays: 10 am to 5 pm
Sundays: noon to 4 pm Mondays: closed

RE: (rebound, recycled, repurposed, reused)
Abecedarian Gallery
Denver, CO
February 12 - March 20, 2010
An exhibition of mixed media artwork created with the
intent of changing a book from its original form into a
different form, thereby altering its meaning/intent. Some
works in the exhibit continue to function as interactive
books, other works, both two- and three-dimensional have
become passive objects for display.

Red to Yellow by Jonathon Whitfill

Includes work by Adina Weinand, Amanda Nelson, Ania
Gilmore, Barbara Miner, Cori Buder. Cynthia Colbert,
Deborah Bryan, Haylee Ebersole, Jana Sim, Jean Tock,
John Sager, Jonathan Whitfill, Jonathan Wiley, Julia NelsonGall, Katherine Reed, Margaret Whiting, Mary Jordan,
Megan Moore, Peggy Johnston, Sandy Toland, Sara Furey
Magee, Siobhana Martin, Susan Porteous, Virginia Unseld
and Will Ashford.
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The exhibition also features collages created from book
parts by Chicago artist Douglas Stapleton and Denver artist
Susan Goldstein. A full online catalogue of this exhibition
can be viewed at www.abecedariangallery.com click on
publications link.
Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, Unit #101, Denver, CO 80204
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
Gallery hours are 1-5 Thurs/Fri/Sat, until 8pm on 1st &
3rd Fridays

Book design in St. Gallen
St Bride Library, London
Thursday 4th - Friday 19th March 2010
Talks and exhibition of past and present work. Curated by
Jost Hochuli; talks on 4th March and 17th March. For more
information please see: www.stbride.org
St Bride Library
Bride Lane, Fleet Street
London EC4Y 8EE
Tel: 020 7353 4660

Three new exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts,
New York, until April 3, 2010
NARRATIVE SEQUENCES
An exhibition organised by Maddy Rosenberg, independent
curator. The exhibition Narrative Sequences focuses on
work that creates a sequence of images that lead from one
to another as a literal or an implied narration unfolds. By
this narrowing down to a single aspect of an artist’s book,
Rosenberg is able to broaden the varieties of how artists
explore telling a story, through form and content. For
each of these artists in these works, a narrative emerges
through the relationship of the previous to the following.
They explore various commentaries on societies through
who we are as a whole or as individuals, through personal
experience or as participants in a broader culture, in an
explicit way or a more abstract dance of natural forms.
Participating artists include, Christoff Baron, Zane Berzina,
Chris Bierl, Jay Bolotin, Sang-ah Choi, Beatrice Coron, Bill
Creston, Kahn/Selesnick, Ben Katchor, Rachel Lumsden,
Rafael Mundi, Heidi Neilson, Julia Schmid, Karina
Skvirsky, Simona Soare. A comprehensive catalogue will
accompany the exhibition. Public Programmes: Book Arts
Lounge: Moveable Meaning: The Continuous Flexagon Friday,
February 12th, 6-9pm. Artist Talk: Wednesday, March 17th,
6:30 pm. Suggested admission of $10/$5 members
LEAH OATES: TRANSITORY SPACES
In this exhibition, Oates will show newer work from the
“Transitory Space” series along with framed digital prints
of book spreads. One of the books from this series is created
from images shot in Finland and Newfoundland. Her past
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How do you communicate with your lover? According to
John Gray, author of Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus,
men and women talk differently: women use the language
of intimacy fluently but men struggle with it.

books have been created from a feminist perspective, while
more recently she has explored ideas about public and
private space, but intrinsic in all of her books is an acute
sensibility for their visual appearance. She states, “Many of
my books deal with an inner awareness of the world either
as a woman or as an individual experiencing time, memory
and space through poetic and fluid perspective.”
Artist Talk: Wednesday, February 17, 6:30pm, $10/$5
members (suggested)

The exhibition ‘Talk to Me’ is designed to trigger responses
from visitors through their engagement with a series of
found objects, photographs and books that Bell meticulously
‘cuts into’ and ‘re-makes’ to create physical metaphors of
fictional conversations between lovers. For the construction
of her drawings Bell uses text from well-known literary
pieces, that involve dialogues between couples, within
templates from equally well-known images of couples, these
words are ‘re-written’ to create an intriguing juxtaposition.
The artist is particularly interested in whether encountering
these artworks influences what couples feel about their
intimate communication. As part of the project gallery
visitors will be invited to complete a short questionnaire.
Bell hopes to use these responses in making a dictionary of
intimacy.

STAR BLACK: THE COLLAGED ACCORDION
Star Black is a poet and photographer who has created
a series of large-scale accordion books that merge found
texts, found photographs and ephemera (maps, handwritten letters, ledgers, etc.) to create surreal imagery. The
exhibition is accompanied by individual collages and her
own writings. Black says, “In many ways my collages are
similar to poems but translated from visuals, taking symbols,
textures and “found” words from else where and composing
them within a page.”
The Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th Street, Third Floor, New York, USA
(Located between 6th Avenue and Broadway)
Tel: 212-481-0295
www.centerforbookarts.org

Sol Lewitt - Artists’ books 1967 - 2002
Until 18th April 2010
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions
d’Artistes, 10 rue Duchefdelaville 75013 Paris, France
Tel: + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95
www. daviet-thery.com

ELLEN BELL - TALK TO ME
5-10th March 2010
The Chapel Row Gallery, Bath
As an integral element of her PhD research, and coinciding
with Bath’s Literary Festival 27th February – 7th March
2010, the artist Ellen Bell is producing a series of book and
text-based drawings and installations exploring the use of
emotional language within close relationships.
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During the exhibition, Ellen Bell will be giving a talk at the
Gallery about her research and her artwork on Saturday
6th March from 2.00pm - 2.45pm, and can be contacted
via her website at ellen@ellenbell.co.uk
The Fine Press Book Association will also be
exhibiting books at Chapel Row Gallery, Bath
13th February to 2nd March 2010 to overlap the Bath
Literary Festival.
The Chapel Row Gallery, 6 Chapel Row, Bath, BA1 1HN
www.chapelrowgallery.com

Celebrating Paper and Urban Evolution
Royal West of England Academy, Bristol
17th January - 21st February 2010
Celebrating Paper - Selected Artists
Sculpture, screens and wall-hung works are included in this
unusual exhibition of artwork in handmade paper, card or
recycled paper. Also featured are examples of decorated
papers, origami, artists’ books, pop-up books and samples
of paper from different cultures and traditions. Excavating
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

Babel by Tina Hill is part of this curated exhibition.
A varied educational programme accompanies this
exhibition - see the educational pages for more details at:
www.rwa.org.uk/currexh.htm
Urban Evolution Anne Desmet RE RWA
Presenting a broad range of works from one of the most
eminent printmakers at work today. This exhibition features
work made in the last ten years demonstrating Desmet’s
fascination with the urban built environment. These
outstanding depictions of buildings and cities contain
recurring themes of decay and renewal.
RWA Opening Times
10:00 - 5:30pm Monday - Saturday 2:00 - 5:00pm Sunday
Last admission half an hour before closing
Admission: £4.00 Concession: £2.50 Children: Free
Royal West of England Academy
Queen’s Road Clifton, Bristol BS8 1PX
www.rwa.org.uk

An exhibition - 3 Printmakers, includes artists’
books and prints by Joseph J Field and is on show at
Oriel Washington Gallery, until 12th February 2010.
1-3 Washington Buildings, Stanwell Road, Penarth, CF64
2AB, Waleshttp://washingtongallery.co.uk

Rinne, Elisabeth Omdahl, Else Juhl Lundhus, Erika
Tysse, Grete Mortensen, Gunilla Åsberg, Göta Svensson,
Hanne Matthiesen, Helga Pálína Brynjólfsdóttir, Inger
Agnethe Diemer, Ingirídur Ódinsdóttir, Jóhanna Margrét
Tryggvadóttir, Juha Joro, Lis Rejnert Jensen, Marianne
Laimer, Marielle Nylander, Olof Kangas, Rita Marhaug,
Sigurborg Stefánsdóttir, Svanborg Matthíasdóttir & Tatjana
Bergelt
Contact/organiser: Hanne Matthiesen
www.artists-books.dk / www.hannematthiesen.com
www.contextnord.wordpress.com

From 13th February a new show of artists’ books in
many formats will be at Galerie DRUCK & BUCH
Bachgasse 15
D - 72070 Tübingen, Germany
Tel: 0049 / 7071 / 21135
www.druckundbuch.de

Two exhibitions at the Studienzentrum
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art, Germany
Until 14th February 2010
Joan Rabascall - Production 1964-1982
Mass media, the role of woman. Militarization, violence,
the “American way of life”, the recreation culture and
computerization – these are Joan Rabascall’s main themes.
The Study Centre for Artists’ Publications is now showing
more than 150 hitherto little-known productions by the
Spanish artist. The works on view date from the 1960s to
the 1980s, which can be regarded the key period of his
oeuvre. In an era in which most American artists submitted
to the fascination of industrial production, Rabascall
undertook to criticize the modern consumption culture, an
approach he shared with many of his European colleagues.
Within this context, he was interested above all in the
increasing dominance of the media. The exhibition “Joan
Rabascall: Produktion 1964–1982” inquires into the visual
image and its transmission.

Invasive species by J J Field www.fieldfinearts.co.uk

CON-TEXT: An exhibition of Artists’ Books by 25
Nordic Artists continues its tour:
18th January – 7th February 2010, Umeå University
Library, Umeå University, 901 74 Umeå, Sweden.
www.ub.umu.se.
27th February – 28th March 2010, Nordic House,
Sturlugötu 5 – 101 Reykjavik, Iceland.
www.nordichouse.is
Artists: Anna Snædís Sigmarsdóttir, Arnthrudur Ösp
Karlsdóttir, Áslaug Jónsdóttir, Bryndis Bragadottir, Cia
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Pro musica nova - A Radiofestival and the Spirit of
Fluxus. The “Pro musica nova” was one of the leading
festivals worldwide in the area of twentieth-century new
music. Its interdisciplinary conception called for the
involvement of both literary work and the avant-garde art
of the time. Until 2000, the radio festival founded in 1961
by Hans Otte – senior head of the deparment of music
at Radio Bremen at the time – offered a great number
of artists working in a wide range of media a forum for
extremely productive exchange.
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
http://weserburg.de
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Randy Klein - Coney Island Angels
Myles Meehan Gallery, Darlington Arts Centre
Until Saturday 6th Feb 2010
Darlington Arts Centre
Vane Terrace, Darlington DL3 7AX
Tel: 01325 348843
Open: 9am-9pm Monday - Saturday, closed Sunday.
www.darlingtonarts.co.uk

THE BOOK REMEMBERS EVERYTHING:
THE WORK OF ERICA VAN HORN
Until March 27th 2010
Beinecke Rare Book
& Manuscript Library
New Haven, USA
An exhibition of the
work of American
artist, bookmaker,
and writer Erica Van
Horn, including unique
handmade books, printed
volumes, works on paper,
and ephemera.

The Secret Library of Solihull
8th March - 8th May 2010
Solihull Gallery
Delve into our secret library of artist’s books this spring with
a show dedicated to the genre. Installation, projection and
experiments with paper technology will all be showcased.

A conversation with Erica Van Horn:
Wednesday, February 24, 2010 at 4:00 pm
Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library
Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA
beinecke.library.yale.edu/exhibitions/vanhorn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
In memoriam TOM TRUSKY 1944 - 2009
We were all very saddened to hear of the death of Tom
Trusky, our wonderful friend at Boise State University and
hard working referee for The Blue Notebook, on 27th
November 2009. Tom was an amazing, gifted, enquiring,
generous and highly knowledgeable man, and we will miss
him and his wonderful wisdom very much.

We are proud to include ‘Excavating Babel’ by Tina Hill the
Agassi Book Arts Prize winner, 2009. Tina has transformed
over 2000 books into a towering installation. We will be
running a series of book arts workshops aimed at artist’s
and novices from all disciplines throughout the exhibition,
please contact: Sarah Miah, Gallery Officer.
samiah@solihull.gov.uk
There will also be an all day Artist’s Book Fair on 20th
March - featuring live drawing and artists book making
in the courtyard. Please contact Simon Goode for further
information on how to book tables: +44(0) 20 7514 6992
s.goode@arts.ac.uk
Solihull Gallery
Homer Road, Solihull, West Midlands B91 3RG
www.solihull.gov.uk/gallery
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His work never stopped, he was so passionate about
teaching his students at Boise State University to
experiment with artists’ books, promoting the works of
the outsider artist James Castle through his research,
publications and exhibitions, or chronicling the life of silent
film star Nell Shipman. He was intensely involved in the
field of Book Arts as a fantastic and energetic contributor,
and will be sadly missed by all who knew him.
Tom Sowden and I were honoured to have been able to
work with him, and it is very sad to think that there will be
no more reports from him in the Book Arts Newsletter on
his weird and truly wonderful projects to involve his students
in the book arts from Oracle bone cracking ceremonies and
QWERTY books, to clay tablets fashioned from Idaho mud.
In a small tribute to his wonderful enthusiasm for artists’
books, and to commemorate his part in their launch with
the inaugural exhibition and lecture on the works of James
Castle in 2002; our School’s library has named the two
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

large exhibition cases the “Tom Trusky Memorial Artist’s
Book Exhibition Cases” in fond memory.
Sarah Bodman, UWE Bristol
Some tributes to Tom Trusky:
Enver Sulejman, December 11, 2009
“The West is the most American part of America.” –
Historian James Bryce wrote this in 1893. If the West is
the most American part of America than Tom Trusky is
the most American individual I have ever met. When I
first met Tom which was also the first day of spring, March
1990 in New York City I thought I saw the Grand Canyon
and Rocky Mountains metamorphosed into a wonderful
& handsome human being. After twenty years together, I
learned a lot from Tom. I never met anybody who loved
teaching as much as Tom did. Whenever we went on a
trip, there always had to be reason why we were going
there and the primary reason for Tom was to see, learn,
research or write something about the new place we just
visited. Besides Mother Teresa, I never thought anybody
else loved the entire Human Race as much as Tom did.
And if you were an artist that was a plus. I always called
Tom ‘literary MT’. Just like Mother Teresa who fearlessly
tried to save every human being from the gutters – Tom
did the same with the invisible artists. He could see hidden
talent in any artist before anybody else could. To name few:
Think of forgotten silent film star Nell Shipman bought
back to life by Tom. Think of Idaho’s famous autistic artist
James Castle, who had been totally forgotten and his art
considered ugly – Tom saw beauty in his art and thanks to
Tom – Castle’s artwork is known around the world now.
His latest obsession was the forgotten German artist Carl
Maria Seyppel. Tom, as a BSU English professor tried to
reach out and touch thousands of his students and bring
out the hidden artist in them for four decades. His agenda
was to make our little blue Planet Earth more pleasant and
tolerable. He was like a firefly. Wherever there was no light
he would just glow within himself and light up the place.
Tom’s sudden death is devastating for me, a tragedy for
the state of Idaho and huge loss for the entire World.

Stephanie Bacon, Director of the Idaho Center for the Book
Boise State University
I first met Tom Trusky shortly after I arrived at Boise
State in 1996, as a new instructor of Graphic Design in
the Art Department. I had received an enigmatic flyer
in my mailbox, which said that someone on campus
had put together an exhibition of something called
tetratetraflexagons; and that one of these tetratetraflexagons
was a literary map of Idaho. Naturally I was intrigued, and
even though I’m shy about talking on the phone I called
the number on the flyer. Tom graciously agreed to tour
my students and I through the exhibit. Our friendship was
instantaneous; he was enchanted with tetratetraflexagons, I
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was enchanted with tetratetraflexagons, and there we found
the first of many shared enthusiasms.
Shortly afterwards Tom invited me to have my students
design the visual presentation of poems written by his
students, intended for distribution on doorhangers...you
probably know the rest. It was my pleasure and my honor
to be one of Tom’s many collaborators on a number of
projects over the years: the Idaho Skylights Project, the
Refrigerator Art Show, the Booker’s Dozen and Silver
Lining Exhibitions, and most recently the QWERTY
project on the history of typing and typewriters.
Whenever Tom called me or emailed to propose a project,
or a “scheme” as he called them, the answer was always yes
- because for me he was so much fun to work with.
Tom was a friend and a mentor to me, as I know he was
to many who are here today. Many have already spoken
and written of his astonishing creativity and energy, his
inexhaustible intellectual curiosity, and his razor-sharp
wit; as well as the kindness and genuineness that was
always to be found in the eye of the tornado. To this list of
remembered qualities, I would like to add the memory of
his voice - his beautiful, sonorous voice, to my ear like that
of a classically trained actor. And that I could never predict
just what he might say in that beautiful voice of his.
About two years ago Tom asked me to succeed him as
Director of the Idaho Center for the Book; and it would
take far more time than I will spend today to try and express
how grateful and how humbled I am by this opportunity.
State Centers for the Book are chartered by the Center
for the Book at the Library of Congress; and I have been
asked to convey the good thoughts and sympathies of
Tom’s colleagues in Washington and at the State Centers,
among whom he was widely loved and admired. John Cole,
the Director of the Center for the Book at the Library
of Congress, who visited here for the dedication of the
Idaho Center for the Book in 1994, noted that Tom was
both a friend and mentor to him as well, in the sense that
Tom mentored his understanding and appreciation of
the book arts, and his sense of how artists’ books could
contribute to literacy, to literature, and all the agendas of
the Center for the Book. Mary Casey Martin, president
of the Wisconsin Center for the Book, said “Wisconsin is
saddened to hear of the loss of Tom Trusky. His work with
books and words will be a wonderful legacy.” And Josephine
Jones, director of programs at Colorado Humanities,
which hosts the Colorado Center for the Book, said “Tom
was my poetry teacher in college, and a force in the Idaho
literary community. His expertise and humor will be deeply
missed.”
On behalf of myself and the Board of the Idaho Center for
the Book, I can only say that we are bereft—that it feels like
we have lost our pole-star, and that we are left to navigate
by our own lesser lights. We will miss Tom so much.
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Earle Swope, January 2010
I returned to school later in life to wrap up a degree
started some fifteen years and four universities prior. All
I needed were several upper division courses and I was
done. Scrolling through the catalog I came upon “Intro. To
Book Arts,” as a life long bibliophile I thought this sounded
interesting. I figured the course was probably about the
history of the book, the evolution of the form of the book
and the logistical processes involved in the creation of the
book. I was about to receive the education of my life, about
life and about the book arts from Professor Tom Trusky.
The first day of the class was my intro. to the book arts
(I wish he would have titled his class more appropriately).
He spoke at the lectern for about an hour and then escorted
us to his lair, the largest office on campus located in the
second story of the Hemingway Center. Multiple long
tables were set up in his cavernous room all covered with
every form and variety of bookworks. Hundreds of works
representing every aspect of the bookarts; from recent
students work to Ed Ruscha’s Every Building on the Sunset
Strip, Tom had been collecting bookworks for the last four
decades. The one stipulation that Tom required of any
work regardless of the artist’s pedigree was that it must
be “simply fantastic!” He was a romantic who believed
everyone should always do their best, to include Professor’s
recognizing, nurturing and supporting observed talent. He
was not a hypocrite. In a world in which accountability is a
buzzword but is seldom adhered too and talent is bandied
about with irreverence he believed in both terms, he
epitomized both terms.
One of my first projects in his “Intro” class was to create
a hidden room book. This was four years ago during the
previous winter Olympics and all the drama those Italian
games bequeathed (in hind sight it should not be surprising
should it?) I titled the book Turin/Turino and sought to
display the poor sportsmanship and gamesmanship in the
one book and the true Olympic spirit in the hidden book.
I showed the book to a friend prior to turning the work in
to Tom Trusky, my friend was dully impressed and stated
“ Man, that’s great. What if he’s (Tom) not a sports fan?”
The thought had never crossed my mind, maybe he wasn’t
into sports… this isn’t sports, this is the Olympics, everyone
watches the Olympics, don’t they?
Four years later I am writing a tribute to a dear mentor and
friend who changed my life. I completed his book arts class,
took his graduate book arts class, hung out in his office,
chatted with him over coffee at Starbucks, was guided and
supported by him… and discovered he could care less about
sports. I don’t know if he could name any winter Olympic
sports events other than, some kind of skiing and some
kind of ice skating. I was quite impressed with my book
and shocked when he sent me my grade via e-mail for the
project a “D.” He mentioned that it just didn’t make sense,
the front page was folded incorrectly per the textbook, the
“hidden room” was too expansive.
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About 8 hours later my grade was elevated to a “C,” Tom
stated he had been thinking about the work and decided
to reread and discovered that it made some sense and as
he was not a sports fan that some of the work was lost on
him as an audience. A day later my grade crept up to a “B”
Tom stated that he had conducted a bit of research on the
Olympics and now understood where I was going with the
book. A day later he e-mailed again “You meant to fold the
book wrong because it is a hidden book not a hidden room!
Nice job, you would have gotten an “A” if you had included
your own words.”
I had purposely only used journalist’s quotes to display the
absurdity of some of the athletes and keep my personal
opinions at bay. When consulting the syllabus though I saw
that sure enough, “inclusion of ones own words” was a
requisite element. A lesson learned, follow the instructions.
After attending 5 different colleges and universities I have
met most of the different types of professors out there.
Tom was who all the rest are supposed to be. If you were
wrong he told you, he gave you the parameters, all you
had to do was the very best you were capable of. Grades
were almost arbitrary in his class. Somehow he recognized
talent better than anyone I have ever met and he held you
to that talent. Likewise he held himself accountable, how
many professors would read a piece twice, 3 times, 4 times
to ensure that they best grasped what the student was saying
and then admit their thought process to the student?
On page four of his definitive paper making text Dard
Hunter states “If man may now be considered as having
reached a high state of civilization his gradual development
is more correctly due to the inventions of paper and
printing than to all other factors.” Paper and printingsounds like books, with a bit of reinterpretation sounds like
the book arts. Without paramount instructors and professors
who study, teach, cajole and exhort these inventions and
practices, the state of civilization does not reach so high.
Reading between the lines of Dard Hunter I find Tom
Trusky. Tom demanded the best and was therefore disliked
by students who wanted to just get by or make a pretty
scrap book. He was adored by those of us who wanted
to learn and wanted to create something beyond our
capacity, beyond our talents. He directed us where to go
and then expected greatness of us because that is what he
had exposed us to. Tom was an English professor at Boise
State University the irony is that he is probably the greatest
art professor the school has ever seen. He always wanted
students to amaze him. He wasn’t concerned only with the
perfection of the process, he did expect good work. His real
focus was on the intellectual, the conceptual component
realised through art.
We didn’t deserve him, I don’t know if any school was
significant enough to deserve him, but we did appreciate
him and we recognize the influence of this man in the state
of Idaho and the city of Boise. He exposed many of us to
the artist within and then helped expose that artist to the
world. He really did make the world a more beautiful place.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

Announcements
Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides Readings and Events
2010-2011
Many thanks to all of the letterpress printers who joined
the call for broadsides to complete the total of 130.
The Al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition has been organising
readings and other events since April 2007 as fundraisers
for Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) and your broadsides
will help to raise even more funds.
There will be a reading for al-Mutanabbi Street,
in Washington D.C. March 2010, at the Civilian Art
Projects Gallery. This was put together by the
al-Mutanabbi Street Poet/Printer, Casey Smith.

Book courses organised by Professione Libro:
BOOKIE POOKIE (with chocolate)
Vacciago di Ameno, 4th - 10th July 2010 with Cor
Aerssens and Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
When you try to teach an Italian to speak Dutch, it
sometimes can be the base of a sparkling workshop...
A sweet Dutch tid-bit, called ‘bokkenpootje’, mangled into
‘bookie pookie’. This cookie is in the shape of a goat’s
leg, with Dutch chocolate on both ends: the shape will
be transformed into a double box, with surprising books
popping up.

Selected broadsides will be touring European venues from
2010 -2011, if you are able to host a show, reading or
discussion, please do get in touch with the coordinator of
Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadside Project - Beau Beausoleil
at: overlandbooks@earthlink.net

BAS announces a series of artists’ books talks
At BAS we are starting a new series of talks. With this series,
we would like to develop a critical thinking about artists’
books and will look into the medium historically through
the practices of different artists working with printed matter.
The talks will be in English; the space where the talk will be
held is small. To be sure of a seat, please check the website
at www.b-a-s.info and r.s.v.p info@b-a-s.info
BAS, Nuri Ziya Sokak No 7 Beyoglu Istanbul, Turkey
info@b-a-s.info / www.b-a-s.info
http://basbent.blogspot.com

This is a residential 7-day workshop divided into two.
During the first three days, four 3-dimensional booklets will
be made. Structures with joy. A journey of discovering into
the playing field of pop-ups and peep books.

COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES &
WORKSHOPS

Then one day at leisure is planned, to enjoy the beautiful
surroundings and Lake Orta, but if you prefer, you may
keep studying the models in the workshop.

Designer Bookbinders Lecture Series at The Art
Workers Guild, 6 Queen Square, London WC1.
Nearest underground stations: Holborn and Russell Square.
Tuesday 2nd March, 6.30 pm
Eri Funazaki - A Bookbinder’s Approach to Book Arts:
How I incorporate design- binding techniques in book arts
and why I am involved in making artist’s books.

Then, over three more days the box will be built. A standing
box, made in two parts, with a specially developed hinge
which lets the two parts move freely. Magnets keep the four
booklets clinging inside. The box, with a magnetic fastening,
will be covered with Japanese papers. The look-alikes boxes
will be celebrated with the original ‘bokkenpootjes’, freshly
imported from Holland.

Dominic Riley - A Bookbinder’s Journey: From
student days to post-Fellowship, Dominic’s travels, teaching
and working life in America and his adventures in the Lake
District. Unusual requests, strange bindings, interesting folk
and a little TV.
Admission: DB members £5, non-members £7, students
£2.50 per lecture. Further details from Julia Dummett and
Rachel Ward-Sale Tel: 01273 486718
www.designerbookbinders.org.uk
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LOCATION - This workshop will take place in Vacciago,
located amongst green hills near Lake Orta. The ancient
Villa ‘Il Bocciolo’ offers us attractive accommodation, for
a very cheap price (B&B and meals included) from 3rd
to 11th July (8 nights). We can cook and eat all together.
Otherwise, we can suggest some other hotels and B&Bs in
the neighbourhood if you prefer.
TIMETABLE - For those lodged in the Villa: arrival
Saturday 3rd, departure Sunday 11th July. The lessons will
take place from the 4th - 10th July, from 9.30 am - 6pm
(including coffee and lunch break). Wednesday 7th is free, to
allow the participants to enjoy the surroundings, or to study
the models in the workshop. Tuition will be in English, but
the tutors can assist students in Dutch, Italian, French and
German if required.
REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT - The registration
fee is 970 EUR per person, including housing and meals
(8 nights, starting dinner of Saturday 3rd until breakfast of
Sunday 11th), coffee break, costs of materials and the use
of the tools provided by the organisers (730 EUR without
housing and meals). Travel expenses are not included.
Membership to the Association is requested (25 EUR).
Closing date for enrolment and payment of the fee: 4th
June, 2010. The places available are limited: we cannot
guarantee places requested at the last moment. Payment
order will determine the enrolment order.
Info and enrolments: ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE
LIBRO, Fine Bindings, Book Conservation
Via Angelo Del Bon, 1 - 20158 MILANO, Italy
Tel/fax (+39) 02 3760058
www.professionelibro.it / info@professionelibro.it

Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
courses at UWE Bristol

Sculptural Reconfigured Narratives / Book Block /
Building Block
Artists’ books one-day Masterclass with Guy Begbie
Friday 26th March 2010
Cut... fold....paste...sew. Transform library discards using
binding and paper engineering techniques to create open
and closed kinetic book constructions.
1-day class limited to 10 participants
Date: Friday 26th March 2010
Time: 09.30 - 16.30
Price: £125 per person £100 concessions (includes
materials, lunch vouchers, teas and coffees)*
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Bookbinding for artists - A Masterclass Led by Guy
Begbie, 5-day course July 2010
The book is a viable, visual medium that can provide
links and meeting points between many art disciplines
such as print, painting and sculpture. It is perhaps the
most intimate, easily accessible and portable of all the art
forms. In this intensive five-day course both traditional and
unorthodox bookbinding structures will be taught. The
course is designed to be appropriate for people with or
without previous experience. Limited to 10 participants
Dates: 12 - 16 July 2010
Price: £430 per person / £344 concessions (includes
materials, lunch vouchers, teas and coffees)*

Laser Cutting and Book Structures for artists’
A Masterclass Led by Guy Begbie and Claire
Humphries, 5-day course July 2010
The course covers
laser cutting /
engraving paper
structures with
binding designs for
book artists. Laser
cutting can produce
delicate imagery
and text cut outs
through most
paper / material
surfaces, for altered,
sculptural or
reconfigured books,
paper structures
and overlaying
pages of text and
image. The course is designed to be appropriate for people
with or without previous experience. All bookbinding
materials will be supplied, and some papers, but you may
wish to bring extra materials to use or experiment with.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

Limited to 10 participants.
Dates: 19th - 23rd July 2010
Time: 9.30am - 16.30pm Price: £500 per person - £400
concessions(includes materials, lunch vouchers, teas and
coffees)*
* If you are currently self-employed or have
recently been made redundant, you can get 50% off
a range of UWE short courses up to the value of
£400, as training opportunities for re-employment or career
change. These services are offered until September 2010 to
businesses, start-ups and self-employed individuals who can
present evidence that the recession has impacted upon them
(significantly reduced trading, job losses, facing closure, etc).
Contact Mark Haley - ECIF office on 0117 32 86688 or
email solutions@uwe.ac.uk for help with this.
To book a place on any of our courses please follow
the link to the online store at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

Spring Printmaking & Artist’s Book Workshops at
36 Lime Street with Theresa Easton

unique Artists Books. Colourful, textured prints, combined
with traditional wooden type will form the basis of
experimental bookmaking.
Relief Printing
Date: 20th March 11-5pm £65. Places: 8
Ideal for beginners, this course will give you the skills and
tools needed to set yourself up with a printing medium that
is versatile and experimental. Working with a wide range
of materials including lino, vinyl and wood, the day will
explore mark making, printing in colour, printing by hand
and the printing effects created using a printing press. Ideal
techniques for Artist’s Books.
To book: Payment must be made in advance
Telephone Theresa Easton 07981381830 or email
theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk for further information about
a course, booking and local transport details.
36 Lime Street, Ouseburn Valley, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
NE1 2PQ

One Day Printmaking/Bookbinding/Embossing
Courses with Jan Martin
These courses are one-day introductory sessions to Linocut
Printmaking, Drypoint Printmaking, Bookbinding and
Embossing. On the linocut course you will learn how to
turn drawings or photographs into stunning and dramatic
images. The bookbinding day will show you how to make
your own notebooks or sketchbooks using the Japanese stab
binding method. On the embossing course I will show you
how to create beautiful embossed paper effects to use in the
making of greeting cards, stationery or for framing. And
the drypoint printmaking takes you through a dry etching
process of producing prints from an aluminium plate.
Please see my website for examples of all these processes.
The courses run from 10am – 4pm on alternate Saturdays,
from my studio in Montpelier, Bristol, and depending on
numbers I can accommodate 2 disciplines on the same day
- so don’t be put off if the given dates don’t suit you. Please
get in touch and we may be able to make arrangements.

Screenprinting onto Glass
Dates: 13th & 14th March. Saturday & Sunday
11-5pm £110. Places: 5
Screenprinting onto glass with glass enamels is a good
introductory workshop for beginners new to glass or
silkscreen. Theresa Easton uses the technique and medium
of to create unique Artists’ Books. The sculpted forms
emulate pages in a book. The transparent quality of the
glass permits the viewer to read the images & text in
multiple layers, casting colourful shadows.
Handmade Printed Books
Dates: 3rd & 10th March. Wednesday 6-8.30pm
£55. Places: 8
This introductory course to simple printmaking techniques
and book binding skills is a great way to create a series of
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13 March - Linocut Printmaking
13 Feb - Linocut Colour
27 Feb - Drypoint Printmaking
27 March - Bookbinding
The course fee is £35 for the day, including basic materials
and use of equipment, plus tea and coffee. You will need to
make your own arrangements for lunch, but are welcome to
have your packed lunch here with me.
Jan Martin, 32 Albert Park Place
Montpelier, Bristol, BS6 5ND
Tel: 0117 908 1675 / Mobile: 07905 273933
Email: jan@janmartin.co.uk
www.janmartin.co.uk
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Book Arts and Letterpress courses at Hot Bed Press
Adding to our very popular book arts workshops we are
pleased to announce the introduction of letterpress to
the workshop. Having just inherited a lot of type from
Manchester Metropolitan University we are now setting
ourselves to not only provide weekend and evening courses
in typesetting, but also open access provision to letterpress.

books complete with headbands and bookmark ribbon.
The course is ideal for those who already have experience
of making sewn books and Coptic stitching, but is also
suitable for anyone new to bookmaking. Cost £115 (£105*)
Portfolio Making
Guest tutors - Firecatcher Books
Saturday 27th March, 11am – 5pm
Create perfect presentation folders for your prints, drawings
and other artwork. Amaze your friends and astound your
colleagues with professional folios that tie with ribbon and
open neatly to reveal their contents. Cost £105 (£95*)
For more information see www.hotbedpress.org or call us on
0161 743 3111

Spring term (January through April 2010) workshop
offerings are now listed on Minnesota Center for
Book Arts’ website and registration is OPEN.
Here are some of them:

Within days of bringing the type in we had a flourish
of activity by print devils new and old. We welcome
Graham Moss from Incline Press over to share his wealth
of knowledge and experience and to help establish the
letterpress as a great resource in Salford, alongside all our
other printmaking and book arts. We are also pleased to
welcome back Firecatcher Books to run a Portfolio Making
day and Lucy May Schofield to run her highly regarded
and much sought after weekend course in Hard-Backed
Books.
This year also sees Hot Bed working in partnership
with F. J. Ratchford book arts supplies in Stockport, (see
www.fjratchford.co.uk), who are not only supporting our
education programme but will be working with us to bring
awards and residencies in book arts in the coming months.
The Rudiments of Letterpress
Guest tutor - Graham Moss
Sat 20th & Sun 21st February, 11am - 5pm
On this introductory course you will be working with your
own text. You will learn to properly handle metal type and
a table-top printing press. On day one you will finish with
your own business cards, headed notepaper or note-cards,
and on day two with a two-colour broadsheet. Graham
Moss runs Incline Press in Bolton and has many years of
experience in typesettng. Maximum of 6 people. Cost £115
(£105*)
Hard-Backed Books
Tutor - Lucy May Schofield
Sat 14th / Sun 15th March, 11am – 5pm
Use a combination of found papers, ephemera and your
own artwork to make beautiful French-sewn, hard-back
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Workshops for adults, including all the perennial
favorites plus some exciting new topics and two visiting
artist workshops!
Workshops for families, where adults work side-by-side
with kids and artmaking means family bonding and FUN!
Workshops for teachers, offering all the training,
tips and tricks necessary to incorporate book arts into
your curriculum and teach the techniques in your own
classroom!
Additional Spring artist’s talks, presentations and
exhibition events will also be taking place, and you can find
all the information on the website at: www.mnbookarts.org
Unless otherwise noted, all events are held at Minnesota
Center for Book Arts, located in the Open Book building
at 1011 Washington Ave. S. in Minneapolis. For a map,
directions and more information, call 612.215.2520 or visit
www.mnbookarts.org.

Three Day Workshop at the V&A
Artists’ Books
Friday 5th – Sunday 7th March 2010
Art Studio, Sackler Centre 10.30–16.30
Produce your own artist’s book, inspired by objects in
the V&A in this three-day workshop. Discover the V&A’s
International collection of artists’ books and enjoy a rare
opportunity to handle a selection of these unique objects.
Gain a practical introduction to experimental
book making with Faction, (Emily Artinian, Lin
Charlston and Heather Weston), whose creative output
focuses on the book form. Practical sessions will include
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

book structures, conception and design, generating text
and exploring imagery and material. Suitable for beginners
£180, no concessions (includes materials)
To book call +44(0)207 +44(0)2079422211

Artists’ Books Fairs & EVENTS

Alternative Press Fair 2010
Saturday 13th February 12pm - midnight
FREE! - The Alternative Press is celebrating its first
birthday with a Small Press Fair to be held at St Aloysius
Social Club, Phoenix Road, London, NW1 1TA, near
Euston Station. The fair will bring together the worlds
of comics, zines, book arts and printmaking with a wide
range of exhibitors and participants. The event will start
at 12 midday with the fair running until 7pm, after that
the birthday bonanza continues until late with music and
spoken word, more to be confirmed. Please contact
jimi@alternativepress.org.uk or peterlally@gmail.com for
more information http://www.alternativepress.org.uk

13TH INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY
ARTISTS’ BOOK FAIR
Friday 12 & Saturday 13 March 2010
11.00am-6.00pm each day
Parkinson Court, University of Leeds, UK
For further information email: book.fair@ntlworld.com

Glasgow International Artists’
Bookfair 2010
GIAB 2010 will take place at the Exhibition Hall at
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, on Friday 16th & Saturday
17th April 2010 and will be open to the public between
11am and 6pm on both days. Please see www.giab.org.uk
for contact for GIAB 2010, or email
glasgowartistsbookfair@gmail.com

Opportunities
Call for expressions of interest
Doverodde Book Arts Festival 13-16 May 2010
A beautiful meeting place in North Jutland for book artists
In the old restored merchant’s warehouse in Doverodde
by the Limfjord, our festival is a meeting place for both
participants and visitors. Amid the beautiful countryside
you can experience book arts both formally - exhibition and
talks - and informally - stands, workshops and book café.
Themed exhibition of book arts 14 May-21 June 2010:
place of interest. After 21 June selected works to be part of
a travelling exhibition for the rest of 2010.
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Participants: practicing artists and craftsfolk
Works: artists’ books, book-objects, bound books, etc
selected from submissions
Festival Stands 14-16 May: 24 tables - show, talk and sell it’s possible to book 1 hr workshop facilities.
Talks and workshops 13-16 May: paper nature - walks and
places - artists’ books
Book café: Coffee/tea, cake & talk in cosy informal setting
Music: Talented trio Morgentau from Kassel, Germany
Year round website for book arts in Doverodde
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk Please visit the website to
access programme, catalogue, practical information etc.
Scandinavian network: If you are interested in linking
up with fellow Nordic book artists to help make a Nordic
portal, please join www.nordicbookarts.ning.com or contact
Mette-Sofie Ambeck on msambeck@hotmail.com or
nordicbookarts@gmail.com.
Please visit the website http://www.bookarts-doverodde.dk
or email for an expression of interest form:
mail@bookarts-doverodde.dk
Organisers contacts: Karin Nikolaus, Leader,
Limfjordscenter (natur@limfjordscenter.dk; +45 97959266)
Liz Hempel-Jørgensen, Project coordinator
(booking@limfjordscenter.dk). Doverodde Book Arts Center,
Fjordstræde 1, Doverodde, DK 7760 Hurup Thy, Denmark

Craig Atkinson of Café Royal Books is organising
an exhibition for November 2010, along with Warren
Craghead (www.craghead.com). The show will happen in
the UK and the USA [possibly two venues in two states]
concurrently. The show will be zine / book / drawing based
[not necessarily all three]. We plan for there to be a link up
between previews and possibly a webcast. Also faxing of
live drawings between venues is likely. If you are interested
please contact craig@caferoyal.org regarding submission
details.

The Artmarket and Kunstfreund Gallery is a
volunteer run art gallery in the Merrion Market, Leeds
and has been running for 3 years. Recently relaunched,
The Artmarket is a gallery, book shop, workshop space,
occasional cinema and meeting space which provides an
alternative to the standard gallery model offered elsewhere
in Leeds. Utilising a vacant market unit in the heart of
Leeds , the Artmarket showcases the work of emerging
artists both local and national. If you would like to stock
your work in the Artmarket shop or would like more
information about events and volunteer opportunities
please visit: www.kunstfreund.co.uk or email:
theartmarket.leeds@gmail.com
The Artmarket and Kunstfreund Gallery
Unit 60 / 61 / 62 / 63
The Merrion Market, Leeds LS2 8DB, UK.
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Call for Exhibitors
The Solihull Artists’ Book Fair
Part of The Secret Library of Solihull: an exhibition of
contemporary artists’ books at Solihull Arts Gallery, 8
March – 8 May 2010.
As part of an exhibition of contemporary artists’
books, an Artists’ Book Fair is taking place at
Solihull Gallery on Saturday 20 March 2010.
There are more than twenty tables available for book
artists, as well as printmakers, illustrators and designers,
to showcase and sell their book works. The organisers are
interested to hear from practitioners who wish to display
and sell their work beyond the ‘table and chair’ format.
The cost of having a stall will be £15 for a table for the
whole day. Half tables are available at £10. Deadline for
booking tables is 20 February.
Please visit secretlibrary.wordpress.com to download
a booking form. Applicants will be selected on a firstcome, first-served basis. The Solihull Gallery will contact
successful applicants to organise payment after the deadline.
Solihull Gallery
Solihull Central Library and Arts Complex
Homer Road, Solihull, West Midlands B91 3RG
The Gallery at Central Library & Arts Complex has a
programme of contrasting contemporary art exhibitions
throughout the year and consists of two galleries; G1 and
G2. The G1 space exhibits a programme of contemporary
work by regional and national artists. The programme is
funded mainly through by Solihull MBC which enables the
Gallery to commission artists to make new work and run
educational activities. http://secretlibrary.wordpress.com
http://www.solihull.gov.uk/artscomplex/default.htm

Abecedarian Gallery is seeking artists’ books for
two upcoming exhibitions:
Abecedaries for an exhibition May-June, 2010
Books utilising woodcut, woodblock or wood
engravings July-August 2010.

career change. These services are offered until September
2010 to businesses, start-ups and self-employed individuals
who can present evidence that the recession has impacted
upon them (significantly reduced trading, job losses, facing
closure, etc). There is a simple form to fill in, so contact
Mark Haley in the ECIF funding office on 0117 32 86688
or email solutions@uwe.ac.uk for help with this.

2010 Artist’s Book Surgeries at UWE Bristol
School of Creative Arts
We have 6 half-hour surgery slots available between 11 - 4
Weds 21st April 2010
Wednesday 2nd June 2010
You can book a free slot to discuss any aspect of your
artists’ books, concepts, production or marketing with Sarah
Bodman and Tom Sowden at UWE Bristol, School of
Creative Arts. You can contact us at:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
Or call us on 0117 3284915 to book your place.

Internet News

Andrés Gatti shows new collaborative works on his
website from a graphic project in Argentina
http://www.pliegoparallevar.com.ar/n02.html
Annette C. Disslin has been updating bleikloetzle’s
English website, with new artists’ books and prints, new
photos throughout and added news:
www.bleikloetzle-goes-british.de
A website entirely devoted to flip books with
database, history, links and blog. The website is full of
information and well worth a visit. www.flipbook.info
From Jurgen Wegner - for those librarians amongst
us. Check out especially the related links on the right!
A vocational guidance film from 1946:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smrrZpbvI20

Please contact the gallery or visit the gallery website for
details on submitting work for review.
Alicia Bailey, Director, Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, Unit #101, Denver, CO 80204
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
www.abecedariangallery.com

From seekers of lice
Encyclopodia. 26 interviews, by William English,
1 for each letter of the alphabet, on and around the
subject of books, intended to accompany the London Art
Book Fair 2009 at the Whitechapel Art Gallery.
They are on the site letter by letter. seekers of lice arrives for
Q , reading quot. http://podcasts.resonancefm.com

If you are currently self-employed or have recently
been made redundant, you can get 50% off a range
of short courses at UWE Bristol (up to a total of
£400), as training opportunities for re-employment or

In August 2009 Mette Ambeck set up a social
networking site: www.nordicbookarts.ning.com
“The intention of Nordic Book Arts is to establish
communication and collaboration between artist, designers,
researchers, librarians, collectors and others with a
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professional interest in book arts in the Nordic countries.
These include Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Iceland, Greenland, Faroe and Åland Islands. The purpose
of this social networking site is for members to set up their
profile, making it known to the wider ‘group’ who we are
and what we do, in order to encourage collaboration.
I’m hoping members will add relevant events to the
‘Events’ calendar; exhibitions, conferences, workshops, etc.
I will reserve the right as host to remove any irrelevant or
inappropriate mails. The site is in English because I believe
it should be accessible to as many interested parties as
possible, not just within the Nordic countries, and this offers
us the broadest accessibility.
I’m hoping you may find a quiet moment during the
beginning of 2010 to visit the site and hopefully join by
signing in (any problems, email me either on:
nordicbookarts@gmail.com or msambeck@hotmail.com
and I will try and help or answer any questions you may
have). Please also feel free to forward this information on to
anyone in your network. www.nordicbookarts.ning.com –
Lets collaborate across the North.”
From Natalie McGrorty: a beautiful book animation
‘going west’ is a stop-motion film produced by
colenso BBDO and animated by Andersen M studio.
It was created for the New Zealand Book Council, a nonprofit organisation that promotes writers and artists from
the country.
http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/8/view/8332/
going-west-animation-by-andersen-m-studio.html
project [in]visible: investigating forms of
presentation of the Artist’ Book. Archief Synergie, at
the Nieuwe Meer in Amsterdam, is the concept of Harry
Pattynama and Irma van der Zande, both visual artists.
From 1992 they have been looking for different forms
and means of presenting the Artist’s Book. Their latest
presentations for [in]visible 4 with Helga Kos, Balta and
Seet van Hout, plus more information on the whole project
can be viewed online at: www.in-visible.nl
Colin Sackett - Writing and readings 21
Seconds
An online publication and exhibition, December 2009
http://www.colinsackett.co.uk/writing_readings_21.php
Bibliography / Recent titles. Complete annotated
chronology of publications 1984–2009, and recent and
more general titles. www.colinsackett.co.uk
Artists’ books from 1993 by Pere Salinas are archived
online at: www.peresalinas.com/libros-artista.htm
Threads, a series of talks curated by Steve Clay and
Kyle Schlesinger, is devoted to the art of the book
featuring poets, scholars, artists, and publishers.
The objective for the series is to build on the discourse
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within book arts to explore and enrich relationships
between various strands of book culture that are often
approached in isolation, for example poetry and writing,
visual and performing arts, collaboration, design, printing,
independent publishing, literary history, critical theory, and
material culture to name a few. The talks were recorded
before a small studio audience and are available for public
consumption on PennSound. Eventually the series will be
collected and published in book form.
Threads began in the spring of 2009 in New York City
with talks by Alan Loney, Charles Alexander, Simon
Cutts and Buzz Spector. Additional recordings will be
added periodically. Special thanks to Danny Snelson and
PennSound for all of their help.
The recordings are now available for listening at
http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Threads.php
Kyle Schlesinger, Cuneiform Press
www.cuneiformpress.com

From Jurgen Wegner - The Special Collections
Division is the University of Washington Libraries’
main repository for material on the art and history
of the book which includes examples of printing, type
design and founding, illustration, handmade paper, and
historic book bindings as well as modern artists’ books.
The Historical Book Arts Database is primarily a
teaching tool. It features a sampling of materials held in the
Special Collections Division focusing on the history of the
book and medieval manuscripts from the 11th to the 19th
century. The digital collection is comprised of images of
binding, printing, papermaking and illustration examples
and techniques. Also included are examples from our
medieval manuscript collection, 11th to the 14th century.
A database of examples of modern artists’ books
is in process. http://content.lib.washington.edu/
historicalbookartsweb/index.html

A new project over 2010 by Klaus von Mirbach
In my studio over the week there is so much paper gathered
in drawers, shelves, maps, and the wastepaper basket. What
is important, what is unimportant? For me?! There are so
many texts, excerpts, one line from a poem, a drawing a
child gave me at the kindergarten where I worked once
a week, an article from a newspaper, paper for making
endpapers, wrapping paper, some of my drawings and a
lot of notes, and so on.
I will sift through these materials once a week, make a
fast superficial selection, a chance for the chance, cutting
everything to one size, and then bind it. Each book will be
20 x 20 cm, perfect binding and in hard covers. The first
issue is 150 pages with a lot of original drawings. Once a
week, that will be 52 books in 2010. I can’t wait to see if
it works over one year. I will try to sell, to show, to get in
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Artist Music Journal by G & H / Bongout
The Best Book You Ever Heard !
Featuring source material from albums as diverse as Black
Dice’s “Broken Ear Record” Aids Wolf, the Hospitals,
GISM to The Meteors’ “In Heaven”, the 24 pages of this
AMJ are a visual remix of selections from Bongout’s record
collection. Published by Soundscreen Design - NY.
Vol. 1 Edition 05. Soft cover + Sleeve. Full colour, 24 pages,
24 x 24 cm. Price: 9 Euros + shipping, available from
www.xn--bongot-0ya.com

Book of Books is Anne-Marie Glasheen’s latest blurb
book and combines three artists’ books, all of which
grew out of exhibitions and combine poetry and/or prose
with Anne-Marie’s customary photo-montaged images.

contact with people, with other book makers, and add each
book to a website.” The first 2 books are ready to view
on www.klausvonmirbach.blogspot.com

New Artists’ Publications
The Foundling is a new artist’s book by Terry
Smith, co-published by workinprogress and EMH
Arts, London. The book contains photographs and texts
from a two year project Smith has undertaken for the
Foundling Museum, during which he has collaborated with
the writer Mel Gooding, the composer Ian Dearden and
the singer Linda Hirst, with performances at the Museum
and the 2009 Venice Biennale.

‘In the Garden of Dreams’ photo-montaged images of
women with roots from around the world, but connections
to south-east London. The accompanying texts reflect
aspects of their dreams and the reality of their lives.
‘Les années noires/The Dark Years’ is a haibun with haiga,
inspired by a visit to La Coupole in northern France, an
underground history and memory centre built during
WWII to stock and launch V2s on London.
‘Walking With Angels’; inspired by walks with her
granddaughter in search of angels in Nunhead cemetery;
and found in the strangest of places, and like death itself, in
various stages of disintegration.
To view all Anne-Marie’s blurb books, go to:
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/search?search=annemarie+glasheen&commit=Search
You can also visit her website: www.glasheen.co.uk

Image by Terry Smith from The Foundling book (from the section
Hide and Seek)

The book is available for £15 a copy from Eagle Gallery
159 Farringdon Road, London
www.emmahilleagle.com
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The Model Architect: The Panic of ’09
By Karen Hanmer
Based on The Model Architect, Samuel Sloan’s 1852
collection of house plans and instructions to contractors.
The new work pairs historical text and illustrations from
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

Sloan’s work with contemporary text
from the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development’s online
Guide to Avoiding Foreclosure. The
colophon provides commentary by the
artist, noting the effects of speculation
and financial collapse in her own
neighborhood.
The book is bound using the drum leaf
structure, but is evocative of a mid 19th
century binding in its use of materials
and decorative elements: leather spine,
marbled paper, decorated edge, gold
tooling and titling. The large page size
mirrors that of Sloan’s work.
The Model Architect: The Panic Of ’09
is one of six winners of the Building
by the Book competition sponsored
by Philadelphia Athenaeum and Philadelphia Center
for the Book.

The book is a diary of sorts, documenting the quickly
passing and often unperceived moments that later prompt
recollection.— Jeff Rathermel, Artistic Director, Minnesota
Center for Book Arts
Pigment inkjet prints, drum leaf binding, title stamped on
spine.5 x 7x .5” Series of 100, each unique, 2009. $200
Both books are available from: www.karenhanmer.com
Karen Hanmer: karen@karenhanmer.com

Two new books from ARTROVERT:

14 x 11 x .5”, 48 pages. Pigment inkjet prints, calf spine,
leather label, title and tooling in gold foil, red acrylic ink
edges. Marbled paper by Iris Nevins. Glenview, Illinois:
Karen Hanmer, 2009. Edition of 30. $850
Mirage, Karen Hanmer, 2009
Karen Hanmer’s Mirage reflects those hot late-summer road
trips when the crops are tall, the days long and hot, the air
dusty, and the road flat and straight, punctuated only by
farms racing by in a blur. Hanmer, no stranger to themes
of the rural Midwest, captures the essence of those trips in
dreamy imagery wrapped in a skillfully crafted minimalist
structure that does not intrude on the experience.
An essential companion to Hanmer’s other works such as
Bluestem, Prairie, Homestead, Flip Farm, and Bequest.
— Peter D. Verheyen, bookbinder/conservator, publisher
of the Book Arts Web and The Bonefolder.
Karen Hanmer’s Mirage beautifully represents the concepts
of time and motion through a sequence of dreamlike
images that whirl across the pages. The photographs,
blurred as if taken from a speeding car, describe place and
memory in a manner that is melancholic yet detached.
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Bag Ladies
Collaborative work by ARTROVERT
Plain brown paper bags containing paper dolls of the
3 ARTROVERT members playing around… One figure in
each bag – to be pulled out… (Winner of the Student Prize
at the 2nd Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize). 17.5 x 22.5 cm.
Unique book, 2009, Malling, Denmark

X-LIBRIS
Collaborative work by ARTROVERT
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A book of images and text exploring the concept of ‘X’ (as
a letter – and a symbol…) 25 x 24 cm. Unique book, 2009,
Malling, Denmark
ARTROVERT, Tvaergade 49, 8340 Malling, Denmark
http://ihanne.wordpress.com/category/artrovert/

Chicken Noodle Soup
This being Vol.10 in the series A Life in Books by
Margaret Gosley

Why Fluxus Island?
Franticham (Francis Van Maele and Antic-Ham) live on
an island on the west coast of Ireland. This edition was
made in their studios overlooking the Atlantic Ocean.
George Maciunas’ dream was to purchase an island and
have all fluxus members working and performing there.
Here is the island he was looking for .. in the Europe he
liked, and geographically the nearest one to his hometown
New York.
A small size scanned edition of the screen printed Fluxus
box edition (published in summer 2009) December 2009 40 pages - A6. Hardcover, thread and quarter cloth binding,
laser printing on ivory paper. 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 GBP
You can order online with PayPal at
http://www.redfoxpress.com/dada-island.html

The story describes a journey that begins in London with
the idealism of the sixties. And concludes with a weary
pragmatism found through the reality of working in the hen
house on a kibbutz.
The book takes the form of a talmudic scroll that unrolls
to one metre in length. The paragraphs are separated with
tiny scarlet prints of a chicken batik and it is encased in its
own handmade box which has a scarlet lining printed with
a hand-embroidered chicken.

Also from Redfoxpress:
Derek Beaulieu Silence
C’est mon dada: a collection of small hand made artists’
books dedicated to experimental, concrete and visual
poetry, or any work combining text and visual arts in the
spirit of dada or fluxus.

Covered board box 36x10x7 cm. Scroll 21cm x 1metre.
Hand turned beech wood spindles. Limited edition of two.
£85.00
This is one of an on-going series that brings together my
work as an artist, a writer and a librarian and uses the many
forms of the book as a metaphor for what has truly been
A Life in Books. gosley@ukonline.co.uk
www.margaretgosley.com

A new book by FRANTICHAM
Franticham’s Fluxus Island
This is a small book version of a Fluxus box edition
we made in summer 2009. The original version contained
22 silk screen prints and various objects in a wooden
box with compartiments. Franticham’s prints were made
“à la manière de” John Cage, George Maciunas, Yoko
Ono, Emmett Williams, Dieter Roth, Robert Filliou, Ken
Friedman, Daniel Spoerri, Joseph Beuys, George Brecht,
Dick Higgins, Ray Johnson, Nam June Paik, Ben Vautier ...
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Author of four books of poetry (most recently the visual
poem suite chains) and two volumes of conceptual fiction
(most recently the minimalist visual novel local colour),
Derek Beaulieu’s work is consistently praised as some of
the most radical and challenging contemporary Canadian
writing. Publisher of the acclaimed smallpresses housepress
(1997-2004) and no press (2005-present), and editor of
several small magazines in Canada, Beaulieu has spoken
and written on poetics internationally.
A6 format (10.5x15 cm / 4 x 6”) - 40 pages
Hardcover, thread and quarter cloth binding, laser printing
on ivory paper. 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 UK Sterling
You can order online with PayPal at
http://www.redfoxpress.com/dada-beaulieu.html
You can also order your copy by emailing:
info@redfoxpress.com or subscribe to the collection and
receive each book with invoice.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

www.caferoyalbooks.com is releasing six new titles
over the coming weeks. Craig Atkinson’s China Zine 2nd
ed; Henrik Drescher 40pp colour A6 book / laser cut cover;
Josh Doster 32pp b/w/ hand screenprinted two-colour
cover; Joakim Drescher and Maxime Francout, both 24 pp
b/w zines.
Café Royal also has a new pricing structure that saves you
money. We also now offer ‘surprises’. Minimum £4 we’ll
send you our pick of current stock, determined by the
amount you spend. You will always receive goods equating
to more than you have paid for. Order online at:
www.caferoyalbooks.com

Little River Plate Theatre of Entities is the name
of a series of 200 works (100 plates & 100 poems)
created by Ral Veroni in anticipation of Argentina’s
Bicentennial of the May Revolution on 25th May
2010. The building of the country has occurred against
a backdrop of 200 years of civil unrest, military conflicts
and coup d’etats, the rise and fall of the gaucho (archetypal
figure of the pampas), the destruction of indigenous
communities, the disappearance of the African population
through war and disease, a massive European and Asian
immigration and the ‘disappearance’ of left-wing activists
under the dictatorship.

REPORTS AND REVIEWS
Paulo Silveira - Meeting in Brazil sketches overview
of the artist’s book
From November 16 to 20, 2009, The UFMG (Universidade
Federal de Minas Gerais) School of Fine Art in Belo
Horizonte, Brazil, organised a conference entitled Perspectives
of the Artist’s Book, with seminars and panel discussions
involving theorists and artists directly linked to the topic.
The event included an exhibition and was the direct result
of growing arts research activities in Brazilian universities.
Participants came from around Brazil to hear national
speakers and the representatives from Mexico and the
United States who lent a pan-American feel to the event.
Martha Hellion and Felipe Ehrenberg (who coordinated
the Beau Geste Press in England in the 1970s) came from
Mexico, and Brad Freeman (founder and chief editor of
JAB, The Journal of Artists’ Books) came from the United
States. The other speakers were Brazilian researchers and
artists, mostly with university connections: Amir Brito
Cadôr, Angelo Mazzuchelli, Bernadette Panek, Daisy
Turrer, Edith Derdyk, Helio Fervenza, João Bandeira,
Mabe Bethônico, Marcelo Drummond, Maria do Carmo
Freitas, Neide Dias de Sá, Paulo Bruscky and Paulo Silveira,
together with the mediators Maria Angélica Melendi,
Márcia Arbex and Vera Casa Nova.
The meeting’s parallel activities included a visit to the
recently opened Livrobjeto bookshop, which showed works
by Arlindo Daibert, Claudia Renault, Daniel Escobar,
Hilal Sami Hilal, Isaura Pena, Jorge dos Anjos, Marcos
Benjamim, Maria do Carmo Freitas, Paulo Bruscky and
Waltercio Caldas. The most important simultaneous event
took place on the mezzanine of the university campus
central library, with an exhibition of books by participating
artists and others from the collection (see image below).

Gran Destino

In Little River Plate Theatre of Entities 13 characters - including
Absurdity, Time, Oblivion, Injustice and Fear - alternate
as actors facing situations of conflict and complicity in a
tragicomic play. The scenes draw on various sources: from
creole surrealism to indigenous myth, and from the Africancolonial carnival to the Latin epigram, without leaving
aside philosophy, or the purely nonsensical.
13 artist’s books in Spanish will be published, one a month,
during the Bicentennial year. The first 4 titles are: Hueso
sueña con llegar a Nada / Bone dreams of reaching Nothingness
(publication date 25/01/10), El Tamaño del Absurdo / The Size
of Absurdity (25/02/10), Gauchesca entre el Miedo y el Dolor /
Gaucho Dialogue between Fear and Pain (25/03/10) and Llamita
y Destino / Little Flame and Destiny (25/04/10). A blog (at
present in Spanish only) features a selection of poems and
images updated weekly: http://13entidades.blogspot.com
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The UFMG School of Fine Art is coordinating the creation
of a specific collection of artists’ books which should be the
first of its kind in Brazilian university libraries. Donations
are most welcome, once approved by the lecturers
responsible.
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The meetings singled out many academic efforts,
including the international examples of the schools and
universities of Chicago, Bristol and Rennes. Various topics
were discussed from Brazil, including an emphasis on
the connection between renewed conceptual and craft
(constructive) interest in the artist’s books and higher and
postgraduate research activities in contemporary art,
which included reinvestigating the early experiments from
the 1950s. This is a key point. The Perspectives of the Artist’s
Book conference was conceived within the official agenda
of a Brazilian federal university, and hence its particular
emphasis on understanding the theme’s relationship with
academic research.

Martha Hellion performance with balloon

If you would like to exchange ideas or offer other support,
please contact the event organisers Maria do Carmo Freitas
and Amir Brito Cadôr, via seminariolivrodeartista@gmail.
com. To access the conference blog (in Portuguese) visit
http://seminariolivrodeartista.wordpress.com/. The blog is
constantly updated and provides useful links for researchers.
An essay about the conference can be read in the nextissue
of The Blue Notebook.
Paulo Silveira (Translation Nick Rands)

The most recent in the series BOOK AND WHAT
NEXT (8) took place in December, at Galeria AT,
Poznan, Poland, showcasing works by Radoslaw
Nowakowski’s Liberatorium.
Radoslaw Nowakowski (born 1955 in Kielce); was to be
an architect but is a drummer playing flying fish music,
a writer, translator, book designer and designer of some
other things as well, great fan and lover of knowledge,
a freak who hates suits and ties and never wears them.
Books made since the mid 1970s; at first using an old
typewriter, carbon paper and fountain pens; since 1993
with a computer, dot matrix and inkjet printers, now with
a big colour laser printer and plotter. These are all open
editions what means new copies are produced as they are
needed. Those having a codex or almost codex form usually
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have two basic versions: a soft bound (Japanese binding) in
a cardboard box and hard bound (linen) in a wooden box;
non-codex books usually have one basic version although
some variations may happen... more details can be found in
descriptions of each title.
Has been shown at numerous group and solo exhibitions,
normal, abnormal, artist’s, fine pressed, unconventional
and other book fairs all over Europe, in the USA, Korea
and Israel. Can be found in the collections of the National
Library in Warsaw, Book Art Museum in Lodz, Lodz
University Library, Stanford University Library, Wexford
Arts Centre, The School of the Art Institute of Chicago
(Flaxman Library), The New York Public Library, The
British Library, Canadian Centre for Architecture, The
Danish Museum of Art and Design, Kielce Voivodship
Library, Rzeszow Voivodship Library and in private
collections in Poland and abroad. Unfortunately they
can not be found in book shops, although they should be
available there – in spite of their uniqueness they are made
not for collecting, but for reading – but they have always
been too little; now they are going to be more numerous,
so maybe sooner or later they will appear also in book
shops although they have different titles they are but parts
of NONDESCRIPTION OF THE WORLD. He lives
and works in Dabrowa Dolna a village sited at the edge of
the world or in the central Poland at the foot of The Bald
Mountains (Lysogory), maybe the oldest mountains in
Europe, who knows... Website: www.liberatorium.com
The exhibition – part of the cycle BOOK AND WHAT
NEXT was the first show of art works (books) by Radoslaw
Nowakowski in AT Gallery. Galeria AT, ul. Solna 4, PL 61735 Poznan. www.at.free.art.pl / at@free.art.pl
You can view images from the exhibition online at:
http://www.at.free.art.pl/pl/ang/nowakowski_2009.htm
Photographs from Tomasz Wilmanski’s show in AT
Gallery in November, THE PENANCE, can be viewed
at: http://free.art.pl/at/pl/ang/wilmanski_2009.htm

Congratulations to Wilber H. Schilling (aka Chip
Schilling) who has just been named
2010 Minnesota Book Artist of the Year!
As part of the annual Minnesota Book Awards, this award,
co-sponsored by the Minnesota Center for Book Arts and
The Friends of the Saint Paul Public Library, recognises
a Minnesota book artist for excellence of artistic work
in the book arts throughout his or her entire career, as
well as significant contributions to Minnesota’s book arts
community.
Chip Schilling creates fine press books, artists’ books,
broadsides, and prints - specialising in design, photography,
letterpress printing, and bookbinding. He accepts
commissions and often works in collaboration with other
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artists. Since 1992, Chip has worked under the imprint
of Indulgence Press. He earned a BA in history and
photography from Clark University (Worchester, MA
‘85) and an MFA in book arts and printmaking from the
University of the Arts (Philadelphia, PA ‘94). His work
is been exhibited internationally. Institutions collecting
his work include the British Library, New York Public
Library, Getty Center, Library of Congress, Harvard, Yale,
Wellesley, the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, the Minnesota
Historical Society, and the Whitney Museum of American
Art. Chip served as president of the Ampersand Club
(Minnesota’s bibliophilic society) and was a member of
the Artist Advisory Committee for the Minnesota Center
for Book Arts and faculty member at the College of
Visual Arts. Currently, He teaches letterpress printing at
the Minnesota Center for Book Arts. His work is featured
in recent publications including 500 Handmade Books
(Lark Books), Fresh Impressions: Letterpress Printing in
Contemporary Art (Oregon College of Art and Craft),
book art object (Codex Foundation), Mpls.St.Paul
magazine, the Book Arts Newsletter and Artist’s Book
Yearbook 2010-2011 (UWE, Bristol).
Schedule of events:
Solo Exhibition at Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011
Washington Avenue South, Minneapolis
January 30th - Saturday, March 21st 2010
Exhibition Reception: 5:30-7:30pm, Friday, February 26th
Award Acceptance at Minnesota Book Awards Gala
Saturday, April 17th, 6pm
Open Studio Night at Indulgence Press
250 North 3rd Avenue, #224, Minneapolis
Saturday, May 1st, 6-9pm
Share your ideas for lectures, talks, visits, and shows:
As 2010 Minnesota Book Artist of the Year, Chip Schilling
will bring his love of the book arts to as wide an audience
as possible. He welcomes your ideas for possible venues
in Minnesota and beyond! You can reach Chip by email
(chip@indulgencepress.com) or phone (612-803-6769).
Visit www.indulgencepress.com for more information
about Chip and his work.

Regenerator II: altered books project at Bower
Ashton Library, 2010
Long Overdue: Book Renewal was a collaboration between
Maine College of Art and the Portland Public Library.
Books that had been retired from the library’s collection
were given to 200 artists who turned them into works of
art which were re-entered into their library system and
available for check out via the Inter Library Loan system.
www.meca.edu/GalleriesExhibitions/Longoverdue.aspx
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This instigated a
similar project with
books that had been
withdrawn from our
School’s art library
at Bower Ashton in
2007. Due to space,
the library didn’t want
them back, so Regenerator was an artists’ exchange project.
82 artists selected a book from the list and returned it for a
bookswap after they had created a new piece of work:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/regen1.htm
As our students have been asking to see examples of
altered books, Regenerator II will now follow more closely in
the footsteps of Long Overdue. We have 50 books from the
library’s discards and our haul from the closure of Book
Barn in Bristol. We are asking staff, students and friends
to choose a book from the list, make a new reconfigured/
altered book from it and bring it back to the library
permanently to go into the Special Collections area for
students to handle, study and be inspired by.
Guy Begbie will be demonstrating how to alter /
reconfigure books in the Special Collections room
on Friday 5th February 2010, from 10.30 - 11.30 and
1.30 - 2.30. There will be examples of altered books
on show, with handouts for information and the
boxes of books to choose from. Please come along!
If you would like to join Regenerator II without coming to
Bristol, just email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk for a copy of
the booklist, and info sheet of websites with examples.
We can post a book to you - to return to us by Friday 16th
July 2010. We will then document all the books for an
online gallery before they go on permanent display in the
Special Collections room from September 2010.

UWE Bristol Exhibitions
Bower Ashton Library opening hours, term time:
Mon - Thurs 08.45 - 18.00, Friday 08.45 - 17.00
Saturday 09.30 - 13.00
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation
periods (usually Mon - Fri 09.00 - 17.00, closed Saturdays)
Library main desk Tel: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)
Next deadline: 8th FEBRUARY for the
March – April Newsletter Newsletter	
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol School of Creative Arts, Department of Art
and Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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